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Abstract.

A complete LILW repository performance assessment requires the involvement between
several experts in many fields of science. Many sources of uncertainties arise due to
complexity of interaction of environmental parameters, lack of data and ignorance, this
makes predictive analysis and interpretation difficult. This difficulty in understanding the
impact of the ambiguities is even higher when it comes to public and decision makers
involvement. Traditional methods of data analysis, while having strong mathematical basis,
many times are not adequate to deal with ambiguous data. These ambiguities can be an
obstacle to make the results easier to understand and defensible. A methodology of decision
making. based on fuzzy logic, can help the interaction between experts, decision makers and
the public. This method is the basis of an expert system which can help the analysis of very
complex and ambiguous processes.

1. Introduction

The objective of a performance assessment is to show that a repository is safe and for this
purpose it is not necessary to have an accurate predictive mathematical model of the
performance of this repository for the period of its useful life time [1]. Instead, what is
needed is a model that can be relied upon to provide defensible estimates of future behavior
without necessarily predicting that behavior. For example, future weather conditions can not
be accurately determined for the next 1000 years. The model must account for the range of
weather conditions that could occur but will not necessarily occur. While this analysis needs
a strong mathematical basis, many times. traditional methodologies have the drawback that
thev are not fit for analysis of ambiguous data as is the case for environmental processes.

In order to gain public confidence in modeling results, a methodology of decision making
should be able to integrate expertise of different fields of science, interaction with the public
and decision makers. Due to the large number of natural processes and diversity of
interactions. ambiguity is expected and communication of major issues between all the stake
holders needs to be part of the decision process.

An expert system can simulate the problem-solving behavior of an expert in his particular
discipline. This paper presents the use of one aspect of an expert system, which is fuzzy
relations, where from nown relations between fuzzy (ambiguous) data, the relation one is
seekina can be deduced.
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2. Expert systems

An expert system is normally composed of a knowledge base (information, heuristics, etc.),
inference engine (analyzes the knowled e base), and the end user interface 2]. These systems
can address imprecise and ncomplete data through the assignment of membership functions
to parameter values. Due to the ability to incorporate expert easoning into a codified
software structure, expert systems can enhance confidence in the results.

The quantification of imprecise data by degree of membership in fuzzy set can be seen as
degrees of certainty to the available nformation. This can make the system a powerful too to
deal with incomplete data and ntegrate knowledge of experts in many fields of science.

The fact that this is done upon agreement between all the takeholders, makes this
methodology very suitable to provide for explanation for how the results were derived and
consequently will gain higher confidence on the results.

3. Fuzzv relations

Expert systems have been applied i a variety of sciences such as edical diagnosis systems,
and image processing, among others 3 This methodology should be well defined and
should facilitate straightforward documentation and traceability. If the information can be
represented in a decision table, then omissions, inconsistencies, and redundancies can be
checked for automatically.

Understanding relationships among various processes is of fundamental importance in all
engineering, science and mathematical based fields. Fuzzy relations map elements of one
universe, X, to those of another niverse Y through the Cartesian product of te two
universes. However, the "strength" of the relation between ordered pairs of the two universes
is not measured with the characteristic function, but rather wth membership fnction
expressing various "degrees" of strength (belief) of the relation on te unit interval [0 I].

Hence, a fuzzy relation R is the mapping from the Cartesian space X x Y to the interval [0 I],
where the strength of the mapping is expressed by the membership function of the relation for

ordered pairs from the two universes, or PR (X, Y)-

The Cartesian product can be defined as being the relation of two r more fuzzy sets. Let A
be a fuzzy set on the universe X and be a fuzzy set on the universe Y; then the Cartesian
product between fuzzy sets A and will result in a fuzzy relation R, which is contained
within the full Cartesian product space, or

AxB=R(::XxY

Where the fuzzy relation R has membership function

PR (X, Y) � A A B (x, y) = min (�tA W, 9B(Y)) (1)

While this is not the same as the rithmetic product, each of the fuzzy sets could be thought of
as a vector of membership values-, each value is associated with a articular element in each
set. For example for a fuzzy set (or vector) A that has three elements, hence column vector
of size 3 x 1, and a fuzzy set hat has four elements, hence a row vector of size I 4 the
resulting relation, R, will be represented by a matrix of size 3 x 4
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For example A - fl, '.92 / and B= Pi IP2 IP3 P4 (2)
a b c I 14' X 11 Z

where a. b, c. x. y, z, and w are values and p i is membership of values to the fuzzy set A.

This is not an arithmetic operation, it is a convention. Therefore, /Al is the representation of
a

membership of a to the fuzzy set A.

The next section presents a case example where the analyst is attempting to determine which
waste types and which release mechanisms are most likely to have the largest impact on the
source term. The waste is not well characterized due to the diversity of waste forms.
Therefore the relationship between waste inventory could be analyzed by using the following
sequence:

I inventory by concentration x waste form;

2-,�vasteform x release mechanism;

3- inventory x release mechanism.

All of the above quantities can be considered as fuzzy sets due to the-lack of nformation or
ignorance regarding the processes. In the next section, these ideas will be developed further.

3. Case StudA,

For this case study data from the Goiania repository will be considered. This repository was
constructed due to an accident that happened some 10 years ao with a CsI37 source 4]. The
waste as classified according to its concentration.

Table 1. Classification of the existing activit es per unit volurne

Concentration [0.9. .O. [0.4, 0.5� [0.08. 01, [2E-2, 3E-1 [1E-4jE-2,IF-1]
(TBq in) 1.2] 0.6] 0.2] 4E-2]

Classification A B F- C D E
'*'Values correspond to dearee of membership of 02, 1.0, and 02 respectively.

It is the intent of this exercise to find a relation between the many different inventory types,
according to Table 1, to their contribution to the source term. This can be done by examining
the relation of waste type to waste forms, then waste forms to type of release mechanism and
finally the relation between waste type and release mechanism can be deduced. With this
information it is possible to determine what would be the most likely contribution of the type
E waste to the source term, for example.

The wastes has been grouped and packaged as in Table 11:

Table II: classification of waste forms in groups 4.

Waste form group Description
Cs-137 source

Paper, plastic, ad fabric
Soil. scrap and metallic debris

IV Animals. fruits and wood
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Due to the diversity of the waste, it is not possible to exactly associate each waste package to
I I is

waste form and consequently to its release mechanism 4]. In a traditional methodology, thi
would be resolved, for example, trough the selection of a representative parametei, taken
conservatively. However, performance assessment is not meant to provide an exact model of
all the physical chemical processes, but rather provide enough information to support
decisions on a reasonable assurance regarding the repository safety .[I]. The fuzzy set
methodology can fulfill this need in many manners:

- dealing with ambiguous dta and information,

iding an estimate of the degree of confidence of the results,

- treating uncertainty in a ore understandable way. Sources ofuncertainty include:
complexity, lack of nformation and ignorance. Other methods treat uncertainty either
through considering the wrst case or by probability.

Some drawbacks to these other ethods are:

- it is difficult to know the degree of conservatism in the results. and

- probabilistic methods are difficult to understand to ontechnical audiences (e.g. public
and decision makers) and relies on data that is ambiguous and uncertain. This makes
interpretation difficult.

As an example of the fuzzy relations approach, according to equations I and 2 the following
t7l

vectors are built:

I - Waste forms, according to Tble 11: WF 0.1 03 09 0.11
I H 'Iff 'IV f

[0.7 0.3 0.3
2- Releasemechanisrri: RM=� . where: R= rinse; R&P= rinse with

R 'R&P'D

partitioning; D= uniform dssolution.
=�O.l 0.5

3- Wastetypetablel: WT O'l 0'6� according to Table .
, B C D

These vectors were built based on expert opinion to select the degree of memberships (u) and
the weights, A full description of this example can be found in [4]. Due to lack of space,
only the final matrix will be built as an example. After making the combinations as WT x
WIF and WIF x RM, the following combination WT x RM was found:

R R&P D

A 01 0.1 0.1

B 03 0.9 0.3

C 01 0.1 0.1

D 06 0.1 0.1

3By inspection of the above matrix one can see that type waste, around 0.5 TBq/m , Would
be the most likely, degree of 0.9, from the coordinate (13, MP), to contribute to the source
term as Rinse with partitioning. This information can be used to focus resources on gaining a
better understanding of the performance characteristics of type wastes.
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4. Conclusions

The above calculations show that it is possible to assign degrees of confidence to the
assumptions and to the results, with areement between stakeholders. This facilitates
communication., not only between experts from different expertise, but also between experts
and decision makers and public. This will enhance confidence and defensibility of the
performance assessment.
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